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The Society has done it at last. Frank and Mary Davies put on a very good stand
at the RHS Show at Ta on Park and gained a GOLD! for their eﬀorts.
Congratula ons and well done to both of you. The Society won the award not
only for the display but also the demonstra ng equipment and informa on that
was on hand for the members of the public.
Taking a well earned
break at the Brownhills
Show

Tom Causer
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British Streptocarpus Society
Chairman’s Comments
Well for all our wonderful summer what a season for Streptocarpus lovers. Due to the extremely hot weather a good number of you
have had a fair amount of problems to contend
with this year from watering to fungal diseases and then a surge of pests from Mealy Bugs
to Spider mites.
It has affected us all, myself included. Watering the capillary matting just seemed to be a
never-ending chore. Those of you who grow
in the house or conservatory or anywhere
where the conditions are on the dry side either
had Spider mite or powdery mildew sometimes both. I’ve seen a lot of evidence of this
during the season.
One pleasing show was our own show at
Brownhills admittedly it was before the main
part of that very hot weather but the quality of
the exhibits was well up on last year. You have
either gained in experience and growing technique or have learnt from the words of wisdom written by our contributors in the Newsletter. Keep up the good work!
On an even higher note now our Society has
now achieved Gold Medal Status. After 3
years of trying and being so close in the past
at Tatton Park a Gold Medal stand finally
made it. The main accolade for this must go to
our Secretary Frank Davies, who grew all of
the plants for the stand and no lesser accolade
to his wife Mary who staged the exhibit. Congratulations all-round on this wonderful
achievement.
Now that this very hot weather has gone my
own plants are looking considerably fresher in
appearance all old blooms have been taken off
and new brighter coloured ones are taking
their place for there is still a couple of months
flowering left as I write so don’t despair if you
have had a poor season spend a little more

time with your plants and tidy them up I assure
you they will reward you for it. Enjoy your
growing and if you have had a bad season resolve to do better next season.
Ken Jones
Chairman

Swap Shop
Richard Williams No. 231
Dear Tom
If possible I would like to swap leaves from my collection for any American hybrids out there and the netted
ones especially Nita and Borderline (that I saw and fell
deeply in love with at Shrewsbury Flower Show!) Having recently joined the Society I have had a great time
pouring over the back catalogue of Newsletters that
have provided a wealth of information. I also find a lot
of useful information on the internet especially putting
pictures to names.
Thanking you and keep up the good work,
Richard Williams.
Whitegrove Nurseries, Fferm, Gelliwen,Llanedi,Pontarddulais, Swansea, SA4 0FR
E-mail whitegrovenurseries@tiscali.co.uk
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GROWING Streptocarpus variabilis
From Seed to Flowering
by Chris Rose. Bristol.
The species described.
Streptocarpus variabilis is one of a group of
Madagascan species – it is also recorded from the
Comoro Island of Anjouan – that Hilliard and Burtt’s
[hereinafter H+B]1971 book ‘Streptocarpus - An African plant study’ describes as having plantain-like
leaves. Of these species S. variabilis is the only one
available either commercially (Dibleys sell it) or from
specialist society seed lists (I have seen it on the American Gloxinia and Gesneriad Society’s list). I have recently sent my first harvest of seeds to Sue Long for
the BSS seed fund, hence the timing of this article.
S. variabilis was first described by H. Humbert
in 1967. In vegetative appearance it is indeed strikingly
reminiscent of the garden weed Plantago media (Hoary
Plantain), having what appears to be a regular rosette
of somewhat shiny, fresh medium green leaves with a
moderate density of white hairs on the upper surface
and less prominent ones below. The pertiolar region is
not well defined. The leaves are attenuate (narrowing)
towards the base where the margins of the leaves roll
upwards slightly to produce a grooved effect, diminishing so that the surface is flat again where the peduncles (flower stems) arise. H+B incorrectly state that the
leaf veins splay out from the top of the petiolar region
into the lamina. If this were the case the arrangement
would differ significantly from that in the species and
hybrids with which most members will be familiar. It
does not. There is a central main vein with pair of
(sometimes offset) secondary veins coming off either
side. The veination pattern does look noticeably different though, mainly because S. variabilis does not have
the fairly dense network of smaller veins between the
secondaries that are seen in the familiar kinds, giving a
smoother, rather more sparsely veined look. Whereas
in familiar sorts new lateral veins are produced as the
leaf grows from the base, this may not be the case in S.
variabilis and its allies, though I haven’t paid close
enough attention to its growth pattern. Whilst there is a
colour photograph of the species in H+B’s work, the
text makes it clear that their description is based on
herbarium material.
The plants do not grow very large. H+B give a
range of 50-200mm across the rosette. My largest is in
a 2.5” pot and currently 167mm across, with the biggest leaf 93 mm long x 35mm wide and 10 leaves in
all. I have smaller plants in flower in 2” pots.
Peduncles are predominantly red-purple with a maximum length so far of 135mm (40-50mm cited in H+B)

with two, potentially three being produced per leaf. The
largest number of flowers per peduncle recorded so far
has been 12 plus one small abortive bud.
The buds are greenish-cream tipped, maturing
to white-tipped, with a strong purple-violet tube. They
open to give a china white face with a thin, subtle edge
of purple violet. The lobes are quite rounded. The inside
roof of the tube is purple-violet, the colour extending
down the sides of the tube to the floor in its lower half.
There is a central, slightly paler purple-violet bar in
lower half of the tube. This tube colouring does not extend out onto the palate. Flower size reaches 12mm
deep by 13mm wide with a tube length of 11mm. I have
recorded a seed capsule length of up to 25mm (20mm in
H+B).

Deviant chromosome number?
Whilst all other species of the sub-genus Streptocarpus studied have a chromosome number of 2n=32,
the count for a single plant of S. variabilis made around
1970 and not formally published gave 2n=48. Given
that a number of academics have been working on the
relationships within the genus Streptocarpus and between it and other genera using modern techniques to
analyse their genetic material, it is rather surprising that
no further work appears to have been done to verify this
or look at the chromosome numbers in other Madagascan species. The Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh is
reported to have increased its collection of Madagascan
Streptocarpus, so perhaps this omission will shortly be
rectified.

Growing from seed.
Seed was generously provided in 2001 by National Collection holder Kim Williams off a plant she
bought from Dibleys. This was stored in my usual way,
in a paper packet in a sealed plastic box away from temperature extremes. It was sown on March 2nd 2002 onto
to a thin layer of finely sieved multi-purpose compost
overlaying my ‘standard’ mix. The tray was moved to
the warmer end of the lidded, thermostatically controlled propagator on March 11th, which probably increased soil temperature from around 17-19 to 21-23
degrees centigrade. The first cotyledons of a couple of
seedlings were visible by March 22nd.

General cultivation.
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GROWING Streptocarpus variabilis
From Seed to Flowering (continued)
grown ’in the open’. However, at one point it got a bit dry and
unsightly browning/blackening-off of some leaf tips occurred.
Attempts to grow smaller specimens in the open towards midyear resulted in proportionately more such damage. Although
it is possible to trim away the damaged areas, it is not possible
to leave a completely ‘clean’ edge as can be done with the
‘standard’ Streptocarpus species and hybrids that most members grow, nor does the leaf shape lend itself well to this. Consequently the plants are all now being grown under a clear
propagator lid with only modest ventilation and are stood on a
bed of wet pebbles.
I have not attempted propagation from leaf cuttings,
nor have I ever seen any reference to anyone else doing so.
Given the susceptibility described above, I would be inclined
to try smaller, non-flowering leaves, complete with stalk, insert them into the compost in the manner of an African Violet
cutting and keep them covered.
The second observation, though not tested in a controlled way, is that humidity is necessary for seed.production.
A fair proportion of flowers will self-set pods aided, no doubt,
by the fact that the stigmas are positioned ahead of the anther
sacs. However, the larger plant that was initially grown ‘in the
open’ failed to set any, whilst others that were still being
grown in the aforementioned ‘enclosed’ environment were
doing so. When the former was moved into the more humid
conditions, it too began setting pods. Indeed the humidity is
such that ripe pods develop white fungal threads on them.
I therefore recommend that the species is grown in a
Flowering.
clear, relatively enclosed container of some kind, such as a
fish tank with a piece of polythene blu-tacked over the top, a
Unfortunately the date the first plant to bloom
came into flower was not recorded, but it was probably plastic box, or under the cut off top of a suitable plastic fizzy
drink bottle whilst still small. It could be used as a ‘freeMay 2003.
It appears to be a reasonably long-flowering spe- planted’ terrarium specimen, in which case it might conceivably seed itself around. Spent flowers would need to be recies. All specimens were still flowering at the time of
moved quite frequently.
writing (30/8/03) with more peduncles coming. It does
not, however, look possible to get many flowers on any
Weird world of Madagascan gesneriads.
one plant at any one time. At the most recent examination the largest plant had 8 flowers plus 5 buds showing
colour (the purple-violet tube makes them relatively at- Streptocarpus variabilis provides a reasonably easy and intertractive prior to opening) on 4 live peduncles. I have not esting introduction to the weird world of Madagascan gesneriattempted to determine the longevity of individual flow- ads, amongst which the Streptocarpus themselves do not sit
neatly within the typical characterisations of the mainland
ers from the time they first open, but the impression
gained is that they are not long-lived – partly due to the groups.
limited numbers out at any one time, and partly because
they fall off whilst still in apparently good condition.
The seedlings grew too slowly for my liking.
This may have been due to ongoing compost problems.
They were pricked out into a small tray of a different
mix in August 2002. This was placed in a well-lit spot
with only a little direct sunlight and kept inside a clear
plastic bag, open at one end.
Pricking out into individual pots of 2 or 2.5”
diameter began in the spring of 2003, when peduncles
began to develop. Due to delays the last plants to be
pricked out were flowering in the tray, and the flowers
were consequently getting scrunched up inside the plastic covering.
The compost mix now being used is (by volume)
6 parts J. Arthur Bowers peat-based multi-purpose, 2
parts J. Arthur Bowers ‘New Horizon’ organic multipurpose peat-free, 1 part John Innes No. 2, 1 part horticultural grade vermiculite (pieces up to 6mm wide) and
1 part coarse grit (chips and flakes up to 14mm long, but
mainly 5-6mm or smaller).
No actual measurements have been taken, but
the species has survived at the quite modest winter temperatures that can occur here when the house is empty
and rooms are not subject to supplementary heating. At a
guess I suspect that temperatures down to 10 degrees
centigrade might well have been tolerated.

The importance of humidity.
I have found S. variabilis to be intolerant of dry
compost and/or dry air. The first plant pricked out was
relatively large compared to the others, and was initially
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South Wales Roundup
by Gordon Long
Well, autumn is just around the corner and we
are coming to the end of another growing season. Last
year we attended several large shows, which meant we
hardly had a weekend at home and this seems to have
sent us into withdrawal.
Frank and Mary however the mainstays of our
Society have had another busy year. Turning up in their
well-laden van to put on the Streptocarpus Road Show
for the public.
Both Sue and myself were delighted to see them
win that elusive gold medal at Tatton Park this year and
also TV addicts among us may have seen Frank featured
on ‘ The Gardener’s World ‘ coverage of the flower
show at Tatton Park. Even if only for a few minutes it
was great publicity for our plant and the society and can
only do good. So congrats to you two, you deserve it.
As for ourselves, well our season has not been
one of our best. Our plants did not have a great start;
with hindsight I should have introduced heat into the
greenhouse in early spring. The plants had been over
wintered very much on the dry side. The greenhouse was
lined with bubble wrap and a weak coat of emulsion applied to the outside of the greenhouse, but more light
could have had a more beneficial effect.
We have over wintered down to 3 degrees and
as long as you ‘ Keep ‘em dry’ you will be ok. No heat
plus poor light made for a late start and most plants were
still in their first pots (9cm) and were a little crammed
together, made long leaves and top-heavy plants.
We both work full time, sometimes not getting
home till 7pm or later, and last year was a busy one for
me usually working 6 days a week, so the plants did not
get the attention they deserve. All this a and one of the
hottest summers for years so our spare time (what spare
time? Says the wife) was spent trying to keep up with the
watering so, no plants worthy of our show at Burntwood.
It was strange driving up the motorway, looking
in your mirror and not seeing a sea of blooms swaying on
the top shelf of the van! However we enjoyed the show,
although it was up at six to help set up the show. Entries
were slightly down on last year so we were not alone in
having no plants to show. The AGM went well and once
again the ladies were superb in the kitchen, supplying
cuppas and nibbles for the members—not a crumb left!
My thanks to you all.
First Sunday in August saw our local Gower
Show, everything from vintage tractors to prize livestock
to flowers. We had enough plants to put on a 6ft display
of plants and won a silver medal. We had a table next to
the stand and found plenty of interest from the public and
some of our members. It was nice to meet one of our junior members Laura --- who was on holidays in Swansea.

Once again pot plant entries were down on the previous
years –could it be the heat?
Middle of August was our local show in Dunvant.
Whereas in previous years we would have had 5 entries in
the 3 pot strep class and over dozen entries in the single
pot class, this year there were no entries in 3 pot class and
only a few in single pot class. All in all a poor year for
streps down in Swansea, however fuchsias and geraniums
seem to have done well and carried the pot plant sections.
The August Bank holiday weekend saw us at the
City of Swansea Flower Show, by now our plants had
rallied (plus Sue on holiday so had more time to prepare)
gave us some stand material. We put up the stand on Saturday morning, went home for the plants and dressed it
on Saturday afternoon. Sunday morning found us stewarding with the judges in the pot plant section, once again
streps, gloxinias and African violets were not well supported whilst fuchsias and geraniums were superb. After
our section was completed and judged we went in to the
stand section to find that we had been awarded a gold
medal card for our 8 x 4 ft display-------over the moon,
and well received by the public.

Leaf Experiment
The more you grow a plant the more you tend to
experiment with it. Take propagation, we are all aware of
how easily the strep lends itself to leaf cuttings, either by
inserting the leaf minus it’s central rib laterally in suitable
compost or vertically in sections. As for seed well, some
people have great success, others struggle. Just one tip do
not be in a hurry to assume you have failed, seed can be
very slow to germinate especially in winter time, so be
patient.
We conducted an experiment with leaf cuttings
and we took three varieties at random; Izzy, Gambit and
Kerry’s Gold. A medium sized leaf was removed from
the plant and cut square across the stem end. These leaves
were simply stood in individual plastic drinking beakers
in a small amount of water (about 2 inches) on a northfacing windowsill. One of each was in tap water, rainwater, and bottled water.
Gambit was started on 12th June, by 1st July root
had appeared in tap water and also in bottled water, nothing in rainwater. By middle of July, bottled water had
caught up with tap water and rainwater had just started to
show root.
Kerry’s Gold was started on 15th Nov. By 2nd Jan
tap water saw lots of small roots emerging from the stem,
bottled water, just one or two small roots. Rainwater was
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South Wales Roundup (continued)
nil. By 10th Jan tap water plant was going well, bottled water was producing root, rainwater just producing a root.
Izzy was started on 28th Dec, nothing had
appeared by 10th Jan but Izzy in rainwater had started
to rot. 20th of Jan saw bottled water and tap water
show equal root, Izzy in rainwater had been discarded.
Obviously wintertime was slower but the shock for
me was how badly rainwater fared. I am not a scientist but am aware that rainwater in S Wales is ‘Soft’
what minerals it picks up on its journey to the reservoir I don’t know. Left in their beakers these leaves
rooted very well. Once they had started masses of
white root festooned each leaf base. So if your tap
water is too hard or will not root plants then take off
to the supermarket and buy a bottle of what you fancy
in the water range. I always saved rainwater for general garden use and believed that it was the best as it
was so natural so this was a surprise. We also have a
plant in a 31/2 pot growing and flowering in „ grit-no
compost at all---shows how accommodating these
plants are.

Jane Blois and Daughter the
willing workers at Brownhills

Seed Fund Report
The seed fund seems to be more popular than
ever and since we began taking the seed bank to the
shows we attend more of you are having a go at seed
propagation. It is always nice to read your letters and
to share in your successes when all goes well or to try
and help out when things do not quite go to plan, and
with the continuing growth of the society worldwide we
now receive from all over the globe, the furthest being
Japan and Australia I think.
One of our more surprising letters was from a
Mr john Vandeleur- Boorer from Hampshire. He had
seen a display by Jim Ellis and had asked about the
species Vandeleurii. This species was discovered by one
of his family in S Africa and he was keen to obtain seed
so that plants could be exhibited at Vandeleur Gardens
in Ireland. Vandeleur House has long since been ravaged by fire but the gardens are being restored, and
obviously Vandeleurii would have historical connections. Seed was duly sent along with a picture of a mature plant grown by Chris Rose of Bristol and some
Society literature and he is now member 219. Definitely
our most interesting seed request so far!!
Keep sending in your requests and also any donations gratefully received. Any one out there got
Kentaniensis seed to spare please?
To date this year we have had 55 requests for
seed and my thanks to those of you who have donated
seed this year.
There is only so much seed to go round so
please respect this.
We are both working folk and can be a little
busy at times as we are in 3 gardening clubs beside this
Society so be patient if your seed order is not by return
of post but we do our best.
Good luck for the next growing year
Sue and Gordon Long
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Secretaries Report
Before I make any comments I have to inform
you of the passing away of a member of the society,
not only a member but also a friend to all who knew
him. Ian was extremely helpful and when he attended
shows would always stay right to the end and help
take the stand down and load the van. Although he
grew Streps his main love was his soft fruit and he
would always try to exhibit where he could, even his
Streps he entered in class 6 at the society show only
two weeks before. You will be sadly missed Ian.
Ian Morgan passed away suddenly early August.
As you will read in Mary’s show report we
had a great day again at the society show, I do hope
we can keep it up.
If you could not make it this year please try for next
year, also try to exhibit its good fun. The society show
will be held on Saturday July 31st 2004 in the Memo,
Lichfield Road, Brownhills, Staffordshire. From
7.30am to 3.30pm. And will be judged by Trevor
Mills. (The good one)

Heat
Last year I covered shading in this newsletter,
in the last issue Chris Rose mentioned fleece. Well I
have used both this summer; two layers of netlon
shading with a covering of fleece on the top and still
the plants have all wilted through the heat even with a
fan on. If we are going to get hotter summers how can
we keep our greenhouses below 90 degrees F. this
seems to be the temperature that the plants start to wilt
at, it may be a little higher but it is definitely between
90 and 100 deg. F. I assume the people who grow in
the house have been able to move the plants to a cooler part of it, I moved mine to a north west facing room
which is always cool and they kept fine, no wilting at
all, the problem is the room is not quite large enough
to accommodate the three greenhouses.!
You people with a conservatory have probably
had the same trouble as we have in the greenhouse.
One thing I have found out is NOT TO WATER
THE PLANT WHEN IT IS IN THIS STATE OF
WILT it seems to shut its self down and will not take
water up, some plants have dried too much and on
checking them have thought that it would not revive
but it has even though its been BONE DRY. Flowers
that have been affected by the heat seem to pick up but
do not stay on the plant as long as they would under
normal conditions. On talking to Rex Dibley regarding
the HEAT problem, he told me that with all there
modern equipment it had been a problem for them, a
lot of the plants had suffered and they were short of
show standard plants for their stands. Anyone got any
ideas what we can do in the future regarding this problem please let us have your comments.

Now is a good time to sow seed in the greenhouse
or even in the house if you can keep it warm, also if you
have not done so already take cuttings, both of these will
be in flower by July next if done now, (early October).
My seedlings from last years crosses have been a
great success in all I sowed 21 lots of seed some of my
own and some of other peoples crosses, out of the 21 lots
only 5 have produced anything worth while, but those that
we have put to one side for growing on, on trial, are very
good, something we have not seen before colour wise, and
markings. How we will define the colour of some of them
is beyond me! Hopefully we may have some pictures in
the next issue but the plants will not be available until
spring 2005, but we do have two new ones for 2004 (Katie,
Misty Blue) we also have a sport from Chris Rose’s Ruby
Anniversary, brought to me last year by a member who’s
name I have forgotten (please get in touch) called Alison,
if he gives the go ahead we will be offering this one as
well.
As you will have gathered we did not go to BBC
Gardeners World at the NEC this year, we went to Blenheim Palace Flower Show instead. Well what a disaster
that was I felt sorry for the people who helped out on the
stand, most of the time was spent talking to each other we
had very few punters in fact most of the trade people who
seemed to get the people into there displays said how poor
it was sales wise, although we are not selling anything other than the Society and a leaflet we did not see many people to sell to, a few members called to see us, good job
they did, it did keep us awake. I feel very sorry for the people who organised the tent for the societies with such a low
response. I think we will be going back to the NEC next
year that is if they will have us again.
We had our usual good weekend at Shugborough
Hall Gardeners Weekend this is a very reasonable day out
and seems to get better each year, the prices are right for
the plants and the entrance fee.
Then came our own show, I think Mary has had
her say on this one but we did have people from as far
away as Suffolk, Somerset, Lancashire, Essex, Gloucestershire, to name but a few. Thank you all for coming, my
thanks also go out to Jane and her Daughter for running the
kitchen again. Thank you both very much, and thanks to
all who helped them.
Now this is the one that matters RHS Tatton, as
visitors to Tatton will know this show is the Chelsea of the
north in fact I think it’s better than Chelsea, but that’s only
my opinion. We made our minds up to go early well in
advance, but we had to anyway because the RHS brought
forward the judging time 7.30am from Wednesday to 5pm
on Tuesday, this meant that the stand had to be completed
before that time, it takes between 4 and 5 hours to set up
but can take longer if Mary changes her mind half way
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Secretaries Report plus
Show Report
through. Our good and faithful friend and member
was at hand to help, Brian Grieve who has been on
the stand Wed, Thurs & Fri last year and this. At our
own show people had asked about Tatton and I had
told them that I was going for Gold, but on the day
the plants had started to take there toll from the heat
we had had before and on looking at them in the van
thought the best we would get was a Silver Guilt but
would settle for Silver like last year. We soon got the
stand up and covered, Brian asked if he could do anything and we had asked for two tables and had only
got one so off he went to get another one, came back
one will be coming soon, what else can I do, so I said
you could tidy the ferns up please, not realising how
bad they were. We take 50 with us, I don’t think Brian knew how many there were, he kept saying and
there’s more, but he made an excellent job of them,
and they made a great contribution to the finished
stand which when finished looked very good (silver
guilt was my thought)! During all this time I had been
approached by the BBC asking if they could bring
Diarmuid Gavin round in the late afternoon, how
could I refuse after all the Strep Society on the tele,
Mary came over to me and said that she was keeping
out of the way while they do the filming I will put the
signs up and do the tables, you can just see her stood
on a table putting something on the wall. Yes it was
on the tele on the Thursday night at 8.30pm. All this
is being done while we are still trying to finish the
stand for judging, we did make it, the whole area finished for 4.30pm. Just in time as Mary says for a coffee and a fag.
Wednesday came and the show opened and
hence lots of people. Brian who usually does the
demo on cuttings etc on Wednesday, Thursday & Friday, could not be with us until after midday, he duly
arrived and not long after was given the result card
for the stand, his reward for doing the ferns, the
young lady was asked to give it to me, first glance I
thought it was a bronze and was about to blow my
top, the stand was better than bronze. Then on a second look realised it to be GOLD, yes with a loud cry
and punched the air everyone around the stand
clapped, Mary and I felt so good a RHS GOLD and at
Tatton.( I grow the plants Mary puts them on the
stand and arranges them)
We did not attend on Thursday or Friday;
Brian looks after these days with help from other
members, thank you for your help and support, Anglia, Ian, Don and John. We went back on Saturday,
stayed over at Brian’s to chat and get up to date with

the paper work etc, and have a beer. Sunday morning, we
left in plenty of time to get into the show early, we had
three special ladies helping out today the three Lancashire
Lasses, well they beat us they were waiting for instructions. 43 people joined us at the show and about 15 have
sent forms back since so all in all Tatton was very good.
Regards
Frank

Show Report
It was society show time again, has it been a year? It
seemed to ascend on us so quickly such a short time since
the last one, but it is just a year, well 51 weeks owing to
the show being brought forward one week. By the way
next years date is July 31st. 2004.
By 8.15 the tables were up and covered with extra room to
accommodate more plants in some classes, we did not
want to move plants around like last year, although we did
not know what to expect owing to the very hot weather we
had had.
Plants started to arrive about the same time as last year
9.30am, Jim Ellis was busy putting a table display on, the
frame work for the backing held together with string, duly
passed to him by Doreen his wife. (They do this like us
quite a few times a year)
While this one was held up with string, the other display
table was being put together by Brian Hawkins with portable power tools with every thing within arms reach including the plants, but he did make it just in time and a very
good job of it as well. If points had been awarded the two
tables in my opinion would have had the same so the judge
must have found it hard to pick a first.
We had a lot of members attend in the morning, a lot of
them seemed to be watching how the exhibitors placed
there plants and what they did regarding touching up for
judging. I hope they where looking so that they had an idea
for showing next year.
Considering the heat we had had during July the amount of
plants and entries was very good not quite as good as last
year but still very good considering the weather.
Entries. 27 members put in 115 plants. Two table displays.
8 Pictures.
Please do make an entry in your diary for next year JULY
31ST SAME PLACE SAME TIME. The Judge has been
booked Trevor Mills (the best one)
See next page for results
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Show Report (continued)
Greenhouse Grown.
Class 1. 1 Plant 3.1/2in (9cm) pot.
1st Keith Capper.
2nd Peter Cooke.
3rd Linda & David Hackett.
4th Pat King.
Class 2. 3 Plants 3.1/2in (9cm) pot.
1st Keith Capper.
2nd Keith Capper.
3rd Peter Pinches.
4th Pat King.
Class 3. 1 Plant 6in (15cm) pot.
1st Peter Cooke.
2nd Keith Capper.
3rd Linda & David Hackett.
4th Pat King.
Class 4. 3 Plants 6in (15cm) pot.
1st Keith Capper.
2nd Peter Pinches.
3rd Peter Cooke.
4th Keith Capper.

Grown in House or Conservatory.
Class 5. 1 Plant 3.1/2in (9cm) pot.
1st Betty Holden.
2nd Tricia Heath.
3rd Julie Bell.
4th Betty Holden.
Class 6. 3 Plants 3.1/2in (9cm) pot.
1st Ian Morgan.
2nd. Jane Blois.
No other prizes awarded.
Class 7 1 Plant 6in (15cm) pot.
1st Julie Bell
2nd Julie Bell.
3rd Betty Holden.
4th Betty Holden.
Class 8. 3 Plants 6in (15cm) pot.
No entries in this class this year.

CLASSES 9 TO 13 CAN BE
GROWN ANYWHERE.
Class 9. 1 Plant in flower, any size pot.
1st. Keith Capper.
2nd. Betty Holden.
3rd. Betty Holden.
Class 10. Any Species any size pot.
1st Keith Capper.
2nd Annabel Thomas.
3rd Brian Grieve
4th Brian Grieve.
Class 11 Table Display (6ft x 3ft)
1st Jim Ellis.
2nd Brian Hawkins.
Class 12. Any new seedling. This class is judged by the members.
The class was won outright by Bob Counsell.
Class 13. A photograph of Streps, single or a group.
1st. Geraldine King.
2nd. Geraldine King.
3rd. Jean Gabriel.
4th. Jean Gabriel.
5th. Mr Powell.

Well done to everyone best wishes and keep up the good work
Mary Davies
Show secretary

By the way Rex Dibley’s new book “Streptocarpus by Rex
Dibley” which makes very good reading and normally retails
at …7.95 is available to members only at …6.50 including postage and packing.
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Letters from Members
Dear Tom
When the Strep Newsletter of June 2002 arrived, my husband exclaimed, “I told you that Streptocarpus was variegated!” He was talking about a poor specimen I had been keeping against my better judgement in the top greenhouse. The label said it was a cutting fro m Candidus, but it looked as
if had some sort of virus and was growing very badly. After reading the
article in the Newsletter I looked at it in a new light! I mentioned it to
Frank and he said to look after it, so I d id. I was quite keen to see what
sort of flowers it would have, and eventually it produced a few spikes
of true Candidus flo wers. Here it is at its best – still not a very good
plant, but interesting. Since this picture was taken late last summer, the
plant has survived the winter and grown a few mo re leaves. It is certainly not vigorous, but I’ll keep it for its novelty. I had a good look at
the parent plant this spring, and one of the new leaves looked slightly
variegated. I have not decided yet whether it is worth try ing for any
more youngsters.
Linda & Davi d Hackett (Mem 264)
Dear Ken,
You regularly request contributions from members as to their activit ies, so here goes.
This is my third year o f membership of the Society. I first met frank and Mary at a show and was
fired by their enthusiasm. I had got 4 o r 5 streps from Dibleys over the years, Albatross, Elsi, Falling Stars, all the old faithfu ls.
I lost several in the winters and some through overwatering in the summer as well. I kept them going by leaf propagating leaf cuttings, just about! Dibleys expanded my co llect ion; I bought three
fro m the Society’s stands at shows, and for the last two springs, have got half a dozen fro m Frank,
making my total of varieties now 32. Fro m the newsletters, and fro m the internet, I have gleaned
lots of tips to keep them alive and increasingly flo riferous.
When I retired, my wife persuaded me to buy a bigger greenhouse to keep me out of mischief, so I
now have an Alton cedar wood house, 18ft by 8ft. I t lies north/south which is not the ideal, but
seems to suit the streps. They live indoors in winter on a north facing landing windowsill (it is a big
windowsill!) and my wife pretends not to mind. The greenhouse is kept at 5°C in winter – too cold
for their co mfort, although several have survived, but take ages to get going again.
I grow fuchsias, regal pelargoniums, and anything else which takes my fancy. Too much shading
does not suit all o f these, but ¾ of the glass is painted with coolglass, applied with an emulsion
roller which has a long handle (which is brilliant – a sprayer keeps blocking, and with a paintbrush
it all d rips off your elbows) and you use much less.
Several streps are grown in little “alcoves” between the taller plants, and they do not seem to
scorch, getting sun for only part of the day, and that filtered.
Staging is covered with capillary matting, which d ips into gutters fixed all along the staging. Gutters are only filled with water when the weather is very hot; and plants are watered indiv idually,
being inspected daily and given quarter strength feed at each watering. I have an automatic watering system for when I go on holiday – her name is Barbara.
I am fussy about clean pots. For a fiver, Lakeland Ltd sell this amazing glass washer looking like a
blue and white hedgehog (see photo on front page) which works very well in the kitchen sink for
pots fro m 2 inches to 2 lit res.
I used to use Arthur Bowers traditional peat based compost with perlite and 5mm grit in the ratio
6:1:1, but am cautiously substituting A/B New Horizon in part, which, I am told, is bracken based,
so watch this space.
Three horizontal leaf cuttings go into half A/B trad, and half coarse sand in 3 ½ pots, in a polythene
bag at the end of August with a twistit clip on top. They stay on a north facing windowsill t ill the
following March when I d ivide them up. They do not need watering in between and do not seem to
rot if I spray them in itially with liquid copper.
First flowers appear in June and go on till the end of October, when any remain ing stems are removed and leaves trimmed so lots of 3 ½ pots fit on the landing windowsill. Here, at roo m temperature, they need water every 4 days or so and get no feed.
Pests have been no problem. I water the fuchsias and pelargoniums with Provado against vine weevil, wh ich keeps the aphids at bay as well.
I’d love to try seed, but haven’t got room fo r 400 seedlings (if I got them!)
Favourite variet ies: Albatross, I think still the best white, although its habit is not very good, and
Muse, Mary and Modbury Lady. But I’ll have changed my mind by next year no doubt!
What does everyone else think?
Ken Woodward no. 460
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